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Curated by Ekow Eshun

WE ARE
HISTORY

We Are History is a portfolio of images by leading contemporary artists that explores
the complex relationship between climate crisis, race, and history. 

Originally presented as an exhibition at London’s Somerset House and curated by writer 
Ekow Eshun, the portfolio features works by artists with personal ties to Africa, South 

America, or the Caribbean with preference given to perspectives often overlooked in climate 
debates and a focus on the Global South as a site of powerfully resonant ideas and imagery 

about environmental change.

The geological concept of the Anthropocene, the proposed period of time during which human 
activity has been the dominant influence on climate and the environment, dates to the start 
of the human-made climate crisis to roughly 1950. By contrast, the artists assembled here 
look as far back as the 1600s. Through their work we see a link between the contemporary 
climate crisis and the legacy of colonialism. The beginnings of the colonial era in the 17th 

century marked the period when plantation agriculture, the forced migration of labor,
and globalized networks of commerce first began to reshape lives and landscapes on a 

planetary scale.

These developments remain with us today and have shaped a modern world based on the 
unsustainable extraction of natural resources and radical economic inequalities between 

North and South. 

We Are History presents the natural world as a site of beauty and fragility. Instead of 
addressing climate change didactically, the artists seek to expand the visual framework 
around the subject with works that range from the lyrical and poetic to the post-colonial 

and the historically charged.

The title We Are History invites two possible interpretations: either a catastrophist 
perspective on modern society or, alternatively, a reading in which “we” stands for the 

point of view of Black, Indigenous, and people of color, signaling a historically intertwined 
relationship between environmental change and the peoples of the Global South hundreds

of years in the making.

Todd Gray, The hidden Order Of The WhOle (aTlanTic) 2021
Four archival piGmEnT prinTs wiTh uv laminaTE in arTisT’s FramEs

72½ x 49⅛ x 4½ inchEs

© courTEsy oF ThE arTisT and david lEwis GallEry, nEw york ciTy
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malala andrialavidrazana, figures 1852, river sysTems Of The WOrld, 2018  
© malala andrialavidrazana. courTEsy oF ThE arTisT, aFronova, alEssandro casciaro, dominiquE FiaT, 50 GolbornE
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shiraz bayjoo, WarriOrs2 serpenT river BOOk, 2017, ExTracT. courTEsy oF carolina caycEdo
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john akomFrah, verTigO sea, 2015. ThrEE-channEl hd color vidEo insTallaTion, 7.1 sound, 48 minuTEs 30 sEconds.
© smokinG doGs Films; courTEsy smokinG doGs Films and lisson GallEry
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oTobonG nkanGa, COnTained measures, kOlanuT Tales (2012)
lumEn Travo GallEry

COnTraCT (aOC l), 2014. jEnniFEr allora & GuillErmo calzadilla. courTEsy oF ThE arTisT and GalEriE chanTal crousEl, paris  
© sEbasTiano pEllion di pErsan
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zinEb sEdira, The lOvers ii 
© dacs zinEb sEdira. courTEsy oF ThE arTisT and kamEl mEnnour, paris, london


